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Chapter 2341: Overwhelming Slaughter 

"Xiaobo? What's that?" 

The eldest brother of the dojo instantly laughed hideously."You brat, stop daydreaming! Our battle 

formation will be formed soon. At that time, not to mention Xiao Bo, even if a God descended to the 

mortal world, he wouldn't be able to save you!" 

As soon as he said that, the tens of thousands of people around him all laughed."Xiaobo? Hahaha ... 

That little bastard was really scared silly, he actually started to talk nonsense!" 

As he spoke, the crowd didn't stop for a second and quickly formed a battle formation. 

However, they were not prepared at all. In addition, Chen Xiaobei had killed a few core disciples, so the 

process of forming the battle formation was not very smooth. 

And the time before they could form their battle formation was the best time for Chen Xiaobei to secure 

victory! 

"Whoosh ..." 

Chen Xiaobei was too lazy to explain. He waved his hand and a spiritual shadow flew out of the ring. It 

expanded in the air and turned into a 300-meter long monster! 

This giant monster was like a prehistoric crocodile that was swimming in the void! 

Its four legs and tail emitted a dark blue spiritual light, which gave it the power to fly like a rocket's 

propeller! 

With sharp fangs, bloodthirsty eyes, and an extremely ferocious appearance, ordinary people would 

tremble in fear just by looking at it! 

"This ... This, this, this ..." 

The eldest senior brother of the dojo was instantly dumbfounded.   this is Xiao Bo??? Which part of this 

is small?" 

The surrounding tens of thousands of people were also shocked."Xiaobo? With a body length of 300 

meters, could he swallow an aircraft with one mouth? If this is called a small wave, doesn't that mean 

that a big wave can swallow a space carrier?" 

"Hiss!" 

While everyone was still in shock, Xiao Bo suddenly opened his huge mouth and let out a terrifying roar! 

Other than Chen Xiaobei, no one would have thought that the roar was a special existence that was 

similar to infrasonic waves! 

Everyone could clearly see with their naked eyes that circles of deep blue Sound waves were violently 

vibrating and erupting! 
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Kalala ... Kalala ... 

Wherever the sound waves passed, the ground and the houses trembled violently! 

The ground was like a layer of carpet, and there was actually a wave-like fluctuation. After the sound 

wave passed, it directly exploded into pieces! 

The house seemed to be made of tofu, shaking and wavering under the sound waves. As soon as the 

sound waves passed, it suddenly collapsed, even the hard bricks and stones were broken into pieces! 

"Ugh! Ah ..." 

In the next moment, the sound waves hit the crowd. 

With the eldest senior brother as the center, thousands of people within three hundred meters all let 

out miserable screams. 

They covered their ears with their hands, but they couldn't stop the powerful infrasonic waves! 

Under the influence of the sound waves, their skin and muscles undulated like waves, and the frequency 

was so fast that they were even distorted. 

Their bodies twitched uncontrollably as if they were having epilepsy. 

"Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang ..." 

Their bodies were much tougher than the ground and the houses. However, it was only a matter of time 

before their bodies crumbled in the face of the four-star earth-god level Xiao Bo! 

With a series of muffled sounds, the disciples with weaker physiques finally reached their limits. Like 

firecrackers, their bodies exploded one after another! 

His skin and flesh were all mushed, and his bones and bones were all shattered into pieces. Not even a 

piece of bone was left, let alone an intact corpse! 

"Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang ..." 

Immediately after, those with stronger physiques also began to explode and die. Even the eldest senior 

brother of the dojo was not spared and was directly blown to pieces, dying with his eyes wide open! 

In less than a dozen seconds, thousands of people around the eldest senior brother exploded and died. 

The ground was covered in broken bones and blood formed a River. It was extremely terrifying! 

Seeing this, the remaining tens of thousands of people were all injured by hundreds of millions of critical 

hits! 

Gasps of shock could be heard from the crowd! Extreme fear instantly enveloped the entire area! 

No one dared to mock Chen Xiaobei anymore! 

Tens of thousands of pairs of eyes looked at Chen Xiaobei as if they were looking at the god of death. 

However, Chen Xiaobei had already given them a chance to live, but they did not cherish it! 



At this moment, Chen Xiaobei would not show them any mercy just because they were afraid and 

surrendered! 

"Hiss ... Hiss ..." 

With a wave of his hand, Chen Xiaobei absorbed thousands of souls and a huge amount of blood 

essence into the chaos Blood Sword. 

"Whoosh ..." 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei took out ten superior-grade spiritual stones and absorbed all the 

spiritual Qi into the Nightstalker outfit. 

"Woof! Buzzzzzz! Buzzzzzz! Yi ..." 

Ten pairs of golden wings appeared behind Chen Xiaobei! 

That's right! This was the attack-type superpower that had been born after the Nightstalker outfit had 

fused with the Golden-winged ROC's golden killing feathers! 

The Nightstalker outfit was a three-star earth-god level item. Every time it was activated, it would 

consume 100 million low-grade spiritual energy, which was equivalent to one high-grade spiritual stone! 

Chen Xiaobei took out 10 high-grade spiritual stones in one go, filling the Nightstalker outfit with 

spiritual Qi! 

Chen Xiaobei had used up all his spiritual Qi, which was equivalent to activating the Nightstalker outfit's 

golden feathers ten times! 

Ten against twenty wings! 

Each pair of giant wings spanned three hundred meters! They lined up behind Chen Xiaobei like a golden 

sun, illuminating the entire battlefield with a holy light! 

"Swish!" 

While Chen Xiaobei was absorbing the blood essence of the dark spirit, he charged towards the crowd 

on the other side. 

"Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi ..." 

The next moment, all twenty wings flapped! 

From the golden sun with a diameter of 300 meters, an endless brilliance suddenly burst out! 

Each of these golden lights was a golden feather! 

Each of the Golden feathers contained an extremely strong seventh metal baleful Qi! 

As countless golden feathers shot out, the terrifying seventh metal killing intent completely enveloped 

the entire space! 

It was as if a golden Iron Horse had struck! Hundreds of millions of weapons clashed! Everyone present 

fell into the pressure of endless killing! 



In fact, everyone's mind couldn't help but have an illusion, as if the four Seas and eight wastelands had 

already become rivers of blood and mountains of corpses! 

"Uh! Ah ... Ah ..." 

The illusions in his mind were not baseless! 

In reality, the countless golden feathers carried an endless amount of killing power. Like an inescapable 

net, they enveloped the thousands of people! 

A series of miserable howls erupted as the thousands of people were sliced by the Golden feathers. It 

was as if they had been sliced by countless sharp blades, instantly dismembering their bodies into tens 

of thousands of pieces and completely killing them! 

"Hurry up! Quickly inform the head and the elders!  hurry up!  seeing this scene, the crowd burst into 

screams. 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei and Xiao Bo's killing did not stop. 
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"Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi ..." 

Once again, Chen Xiaobei flapped his 20 wings and used the Golden feathers to mercilessly reap the 

lives of the people! 

"Hiss!" 

At the same time, Xiao Bo let out a terrifying roar at the enemy on the other side! 

Without a doubt, Xiao Bo would kill thousands of people first, and Chen Xiaobei would kill thousands 

more. 

The formation of tens of thousands of disciples had two huge cracks torn open, and they could no longer 

form a battle formation. 

Next, Chen Xiaobei and Xiao Bo continued to attack. Like a tiger entering a flock of sheep, they started a 

massacre without any suspense. 

The tens of thousands of disciples of the Daoist church fell to the ground in droves like harvested straw, 

turning into minced meat! His blood essence and soul were all sucked away by Chen Xiaobei, and he 

died without a complete body! 

A few minutes ago, these tens of thousands of people thought that they had Chen Xiaobei in the palm of 

their hands and had no intention of informing the dojo Master and the elders! 

But now, Chen Xiaobei's killing intent had completely crushed their mental state. They could not even 

gather their will to fight. They could only place all their hopes on the core group of higher-ups. 

…… 

In the conference room. 
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"What!" 

Kameyoshi's expression was completely twisted, and the flames of anger seemed to be spewing out of 

his eyes at any time."You're saying that the kid who came to challenge the school has already killed 

more than half of the core disciples? He even killed more than half of the ordinary disciples?" 

 y-yes ...  the young disciple nodded in embarrassment."Head, please take the elders to see them ... If 

you're any later, I'm afraid everyone will die!" 

"Go! Let's go!" Kameyoshi pulled out a cold samurai sword and rushed out of the meeting room. 

"Clang! Clang! Clang ..." 

At the same time, Guitian Madan, Guitian MAPI, and more than 30 core elders in the conference room 

also took out their earth-god instruments and got ready for the battle! 

…… 

The forbidden area of the dojo. 

Of the tens of thousands of disciples, only less than 20000 were left after Chen Xiaobei and Xiao Bo's 

combined attack. 

"Run ... Quickly run ..." 

The remaining people were already scared to the depths of their souls. Even if they knew that the head 

and the elders were rushing over, they definitely wouldn't dare to stay. 

In an instant, nearly 20000 people were like ants, fleeing in all directions. 

"Master! They've been separated, we can't chase them!" Xiaobo frowned and said. 

Chen Xiaobei's expression did not change. His eyes were filled with murderous intent."I've already said 

that none of them can escape!" 

"Whoosh ..." 

Chen Xiaobei waved his hand, and ten thousand black shadows rushed out of the ten thousand Beast 

Ring! 

It was as if ten thousand arrows had been shot at the same time, suddenly shooting towards the fleeing 

crowd in all directions! 

"Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi ..." 

With the whistling of the wind, these 10000 black shadows could all burst out with extremely strong 

combat power! 

Each extreme shadow could cut the throat of an army deserter! 

The less than 20000 people were all wiped out after two waves of diving attacks from the 10000 black 

shadows. Not a single person survived! 

That's right! 



These 10,000 black shadows were the 10000 black demonic crows that Chen Xiaobei had subdued 

earlier! 

The most unique characteristic of these mutated magical crows was their extreme speed. They were 

used to hunt down deserters who had no intention of fighting, and they were very accurate! 

Whoosh ... Whoosh ... 

Without hesitation, Chen Xiaobei began to absorb the souls and blood essence of the 20000 people! 

At the same time, the black demonic crows were not idle. They flew around the battlefield and helped 

Chen Xiaobei collect the storage bracelets that were scattered all over the ground! 

"Heavens! Master, what secret are you hiding in your hands?" 

Xiao Bo was shocked.  from the beginning to the end, I'm afraid master has already absorbed the blood 

essence of sixty thousand spirits and sixty thousand people. This amount is simply terrifying!  

Whether it was a person's sea of Qi dantian or a magic weapon of any grade, there was a limit to its 

capacity. 

For example, the sea of Qi, dantian, and Dharma Treasures couldn't absorb spiritual energy indefinitely. 

Once they reached their upper limit, they couldn't absorb any more. 

Although the dark Souls and blood essence were not spirit Qi, they had become a form of energy similar 

to spirit Qi after being transformed by the chaos Blood Sword. Logically speaking, they could not be 

absorbed indefinitely. 

But now, Chen Xiaobei had just absorbed 60000 souls and 60000 people's blood! 

In Xiao Bo's memory, there was absolutely nothing that could bear such a huge amount of energy! 

"Don't make such a fuss!" 

 normal items can't contain this energy, but the chaos Blood Sword in my hand is a divine item. It can 

hold an infinite amount of energy. I can even absorb six hundred million or six trillion people, let alone 

sixty thousand!  

 God ... God item!?  Xiao Bo was dumbfounded and couldn't believe his ears. 

"It's a pity ..." 

"The chaos Blood Sword is only a one-star earth-god! Even after absorbing so much energy, it can only 

unleash the power of a one-star earth-god!" If its level is high enough, this energy can at least burst out 

the power of a seven-star earth-god!" 

 seven ... Seven Star ...  Xiao Bo swallowed his saliva and said awkwardly, "  a seven-star earth-god is a 

watershed in the earth-god Realm. If he can really burst out such a strong power, he can be regarded as 

the number one figure in the earth-god Realm!  

"I know that!" 



 yes!  Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, " if I have the chance, I will definitely upgrade the chaos Blood 

Sword!  However, the chaos Blood Sword is the same as the Dragon's edge. They're both divine items, 

and you'll need a great opportunity to upgrade them!" 

When Xiao Bo heard this, he frowned and said, " "Things like opportunities can only be encountered but 

not sought! Master, do you have a general direction?" 

"Not at the moment!" 

 no!  Chen Xiaobei shook his head.  now is not the time. The real enemy has just appeared!  

 a powerful enemy!?  Xiao Bo was stunned for a moment, and he immediately looked into the distance. 

"Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi ..." 

More than thirty figures were rushing toward them at an extremely fast speed. 

Judging from their speed, the weakest one was a one-star earth-god, and the strongest one was 

probably a three-star earth-god, which was not to be underestimated! 

More importantly, they all had two-star to six-star earth-god instruments in their hands. If they worked 

together, they would definitely be a super powerful force! 

"Heavens! They're all dead ... All the disciples of my kana dojo are dead ..." 

The dojo Master, kameyoshi, was the first to rush to the scene, and roared hysterically, " "For the sake 

of these tens of thousands of disciples, I've spent countless time, resources, and blood ... And someone 

actually dared to kill them all! If I don't get my revenge, I'm not a human!" 

"Heh, no need to howl!" 

Chen Xiaobei stood there and said, " "Not only will I kill them all, I'll also kill all of you, the culprits!" 
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"Baka! You're too arrogant! You've already killed all of our disciples, and you still want to kill us all? 

What kind of place do you think my kana dojo is? You can't do whatever you want!" 

Kameyoshi's face was twisted in extreme anger. He looked like a wild boar that had been stabbed in the 

ass. He wanted to fight Chen Xiaobei to the death! 

"Hall Master, please calm your anger! Let's go and deal with that kid!" A few core elders immediately 

jumped out and volunteered to fight. 

Their cultivation was at least at the primordial spirit realm, and the earth-god instruments in their hands 

were all at least two-star. They were all confident that they could defeat Chen Xiaobei. 

"All of you, back down!" 

The second elder squinted his eyes and said, " "If I'm not mistaken, the three hundred meter giant 

monster in the air should be the sky-howling demonic lizard that is unique to the no man's land in the 
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West! Judging from its size, it must have lived for at least ten thousand years. It must be at least a four-

star earth-god!" 

As soon as he said that, everyone was shocked,'what? Sky-howling fiend lizard? A four-star earth-god? 

This ... This is too strong!" 

The few core elders who had been eager to fight Chen Xiaobei immediately turned into cowards and did 

not dare to say anything else about going after Chen Xiaobei. 

"It's just a four-star earth-god level, leave it to me!" 

At this moment, the great elder Guitian Madan waved the claw in his hand and suddenly rushed out. 

It was a pair of sharp claws with a cold aura. The left and right claws had a total of nine hooks, and they 

were extremely sharp! When it was waved, it released a cold air, like something from the Nine Hells, 

with the ability to steal souls! 

"Woof! Whoosh!" 

Suddenly, Guitian Madan waved his claws in the air and activated the power of a five-star earth-god! 

It was no wonder that guitia Madan had the courage to fight Xiao Bo despite knowing his power. It 

turned out that he had an earth-god instrument of a higher realm in his hands! 

True essence exploded and formed a giant white Wolf in the air! 

The Dharma form was 500 meters tall, and it seemed to be able to explode with a terrifying power that 

could move mountains and overturn seas with just a raise of its hand! 

"Roar!" 

The White Wolf Dharma power suddenly roared, and its loud voice seemed to shake the entire space! 

The White Wolf strode forward on all fours and charged directly at Xiaobo! 

Obviously, in the eyes of the higher-ups of the dojo, Chen Xiaobei was just a piece of trash. It was all 

thanks to Xiao Bo's power that he was able to cause so much damage! 

In other words, as long as Xiao Bo was eliminated, Chen Xiaobei would be like a fish on the chopping 

board, waiting to be slaughtered! 

Because of this, guitia Madan's goal was very clear. He directly controlled the White Wolf Dharma and 

crushed it toward Xiaobo! 

"Master ..." 

Xiao Bo's expression changed drastically, and his eyes were filled with fear. 

In front of the 500-meter-long white Wolf, Xiao Bo, who was 300 meters long, was like a puppy. He was 

much weaker in terms of momentum. 

What's more, the White Wolf Dharma power had reached the five-star earth-god level, and its speed 

and strength were completely superior to Xiao Bo's. 



At this moment, Xiao Bo was almost dead. As long as the White Wolf came down, Xiao Bo was doomed 

to die! 

"Clang! Clang! Clang! Clang!" 

At this critical moment, four sharp sword howls suddenly burst out from the space! 

That's right! Chen Xiaobei made his move! 

Explosive flame Spirit King Sword! Furious Thunder King Sword! Killing sunflower water King Sword! Dark 

gold fantasy King Sword! 

The four Swords struck out at the same time and suddenly transformed into four Demon King Dharma 

images! 

Each of the four Demon King Dharma laksanas had the power of a five-star earth-god, and they directly 

crossed the small wave and faced the White Wolf Dharma laksanas head on! 

At the same level of power, the White Wolf Dharma power was crushed by the two Demon King Dharma 

powers! 

The other two Dharma laksana of the Demon King bypassed the battlefield and directly attacked Guitian 

Madan! 

"This ... How is this possible? That kid actually had four five-star earth-god instruments? This is heaven-

defying ..." 

A second ago, he thought that he could kill Xiao Bo, and then he would be able to kill Chen Xiaobei. But 

now, the situation was reversed by Chen Xiaobei! 

With four five-star earth-god instruments, the battle instantly lost its suspense! 

"Second brother, don't panic! I'm here to save you!" 

At this time, the dojo Master, kameyoshi, suddenly waved the dark blue katana in his hand and roared, " 

"Heavens! Cheh! Ghost! Tsk!" 

"Woof!" 

In an instant, the power of a six-star earth-god erupted! 

A 900-meter-long dark blue blade energy slashed out from the space! 

The color of the sky and the earth changed. It was as if everything in the world was going to be cut in 

half by this blade! 

"Wuwuwu ..." 

As the saber Qi slashed down, the dark blue spiritual light suddenly transformed into a hideous and 

terrifying skeleton demon! 

"Woof! Whoosh!" 



The evil spirit waved its claws, hiding an endless amount of saber Qi! The power of a six-star earth-god 

instantly tore apart the two Dharma laksanas that pounced on Guitian Madan! 

"That was close! Fortunately, big brother saved me!" 

Kameda Madan heaved a sigh of relief and shouted, "  this kid has hidden himself too well. He actually 

has four five-star earth-god instruments. Fortunately, big brother has a six-star earth-god instrument. 

We're still going to win this battle!  

Hearing this, the thirty or so core elders around him also revealed confident and vicious smiles. 

 we, the shinna dojo, are one of the top forces in the nine layers of the starry sea. How dare you provoke 

us without a six-star earth-god instrument? you're just courting death!  

"That's right! As long as the head took action! Even if that little bastard had ten thousand lives, he would 

still die!" 

"Little brat! Die! You won't be able to live today no matter what!" 

Earth level deity, one minor realm, 33 heavens! A six-star earth-god instrument in his hand was enough 

to crush four five-star earth-god instruments! 

In everyone's eyes, Chen Xiaobei had lost! 

However, at this moment, guitia MAPI frowned and said in a trembling voice, " "B-big brother! Hurry up 

and call exalted immortal Shen ... Hurry ..." 

"Call exalted immortal Shen? Why is that so?" Kameyoshi asked in surprise. 

Guitia Madan said impatiently,"Why bother shangxian Shen with such a small matter? Once big brother 

takes action, everything will be fine!" 

"No... This is no small matter ..." 

 that's Chen Zhufeng!  Guitian MAPI gulped.  he's ... He's ... He's Chen Zhufeng!  

"What? He's Chen Zhufeng?" 

The moment they heard the name 'Chen Zhufeng', all the core members of the dojo were so shocked 

that they almost peed their pants. 

"Right! It's him!" 

 what?!  Guitian MAPI was terrified.  Shen shangxian said that Chen Zhufeng has four demonic swords. 

They can form a powerful sword formation that can crush a six-star earth-god instrument!  

 four ... Four demonic swords!?  All the core members of the dojo were now looking at the four long 

swords that were floating around Chen Xiaobei. 

"Right! You've guessed it right, these are the four demonic swords!" 

Chen Xiaobei said, " "Since you've taken out a six-star earth-god instrument, I can't be too stingy. Open 

your dog eyes and see clearly, Wuji! Holy devil sword formation!" 
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"Woof! Buzzzzzz! Buzzzzzz! Whoosh!" 

As soon as Chen Xiaobei finished his sentence, the four demonic swords once again conjured four 

demonic King images! 

"Whoosh ..." 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei took out 4000 high-grade spiritual stones! 

As his true essence crushed the spirit stones, a vast amount of spirit Qi quickly flowed into the four 

Demon King Dharma laksanas! 

4,000 superior-grade spiritual stones were equivalent to 400 billion low-grade spiritual stones. This was 

a huge amount of spiritual Qi that was enough to activate four six-star earth-god instruments! 

The four demonic swords were only five-star earth-god instruments, but as the spiritual energy entered 

them, the energy of the four demonic images far exceeded that of five-star! 

Then, the four Dharma laksanas of the demon kings rushed toward the same Center! They actually 

combined into one, forming an even larger limitless Saint Demon King Dharma form! 

It had dark golden horns on its head! A pair of fiery wings on its back! His eyes flashed with lightning! He 

was standing on the fiendwater Dragon! 

Each of the four demonic arms had the power of a different attribute! Each of the four demonic claws 

was holding a demonic sword Dharma! 

This limitless Saint Demon King's Dharma idol was 800 meters tall! Majestic, majestic, and unparalleled! 

He was like a Supreme ancient demonic god, exuding a terrifying and domineering aura! He could 

explode with a power that could destroy the world with just a raise of his hand! 

"This ... This is it! This was Chen Zhufeng's strongest trump card! Its strength was between that of a six-

star and seven-star earth-god instrument! It's enough to crush all of us ..." 

Seeing this, all the core members of the dojo screamed in fear. Their pupils contracted, and they broke 

out in cold sweat. Some of them even peed their pants. 

 quickly ... Quickly contact exalted immortal Shen ...  "Exalted immortal Shen is our last hope ..." 

Hearing this, guitia Maki immediately took out his mobile phone in a hurry and was ready to call Shen 

Gongbao. 

However, Chen Xiaobei would not give him the chance to do so! 

After all, Shen gongpao and the five earth-god Realm's forces were about to attack the little hanyue 

Palace. Chen Xiaobei could not expose his identity in advance! 

"Woof! Buzzzzzz! Buzzzzzz! Whoosh!" 
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In the next moment, the limitless Saint Demon King's Dharma power waved the four giant swords in its 

hands at the same time, slashing down at the core senior executives of the dojo! 

In an instant, the four Swords turned into ten thousand swords! Ten thousand swords turned into a 

hundred million swords! Infinite! Devouring The Heavens and earth! 

 we're dead ... Even a God can't save us now ...  

As the towering swords slashed down, all the core members of the dojo were dumbfounded. They stood 

rooted to the ground with ashen faces. Their mental state had collapsed, and their will to fight had 

completely disappeared! 

Even the six-star earth-god instrument in his hand didn't have the courage to wave his sword, let alone 

the people around him. With a face full of despair, they helplessly waited for death! 

"Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi ..." 

Without any suspense, the hundreds of millions of sword shadows slashed down. Those thirty people 

didn't have the slightest ability to resist and were instantly cut into pieces! 

"Hiss ..." 

With a flip of his hand, Chen Xiaobei absorbed all the souls and blood essence into the chaos Blood 

Sword! 

"Shua shua shua ..." 

Then, more than 30 demonic mayfly crows flew over and collected all of their storage bracelets and 

handed them to Chen Xiaobei! 

In addition to the 60000 disciples 'storage bracelets, Chen Xiaobei's harvest this time could be said to be 

enormous! 

At this point, the battle had finally come to an end! 

As one of the top four sects on Purple Rainbow planet, the kana dojo had been annihilated by Chen 

Xiaobei alone within an hour! 

From the head to the gate-keeping disciples, they all died without a complete corpse, their souls 

scattered! 

Once news of this battle spread, it would shock the entire earthly calamity Star Ocean and even the 

earth-god Realm! 

"Sect leader Chen!" 

At this time, Hua hanyue came out with the Chinese people in the Research Institute. They were deeply 

shocked by the scene! 

"Heavens! You actually destroyed the kana dojo!" Hua hanyue was dumbfounded. She could not believe 

her eyes. 



Hua hanyue was a three-star earth-god, just like Guitian maji. Moreover, Hua hanyue also had a six-star 

earth-god instrument! 

However, if Hua hanyue came alone, she would not be able to gain any advantage! It was even more 

impossible to destroy the entire kana dojo! 

At that moment, Hua hanyue realized that there was a huge gap between her and Chen Xiaobei. She 

would never be able to stand shoulder to shoulder with Chen Xiaobei. She could only follow behind him! 

"God ... Faction leader Chen is a God! Single-handedly annihilate the entire kana dojo! He's simply too 

ferocious!" 

"These animals from the kana dojo are crazy! It was inhumane! Sect Master Chen annihilated them to 

help the heavens!" 

"That's right! When I return, I will definitely sing praises for sect Master Chen in my hometown and let 

everyone know of sect Master Chen's righteous deeds!" 

"Well said! Sect Master Chen is doing the right thing for the world and eliminating evil for the people. 

We must spread this news and let more people know of sect Master Chen's achievements!" 

It was obvious that the people who were saved all saw Chen Xiaobei as their Savior! 

Now that the kana dojo had been destroyed, Chen Xiaobei's image in the hearts of the people had 

become even greater! Not only was he a benefactor, but he was also a righteous hero who eliminated 

evil for the people! 

There was no doubt that when news of what happened today spread, there would be even more people 

who would worship Chen Xiaobei, and even become his believers! 

"Everyone, quiet down!" 

Chen Xiaobei raised his hand, and the entire place quieted down. 

"The reason why I'm wearing a mask is because I'm carrying out a secret operation!" 

 I can't reveal my identity yet. So, I don't want anyone to spread this around. At least for the next ten 

days!  

Everyone around him naturally nodded in agreement. 

Chen Xiaobei had saved their lives, so they would naturally help him keep his secret. 

"Sect leader Hua, you will personally send these people back later!"  alright!  Chen Xiaobei said, " after 

we've settled them down, we'll meet up near the silver Castle!  

"Alright!" Hua hanyue nodded and listened to Chen Xiaobei. 

Then, Hua hanyue left the scene with her people. 

Chen Xiaobei stayed where he was and took out the storage bracelet from kameyoshi.   there must be 

some good stuff in the storage bracelet of this head. Also, there must be the key to the sect's treasure 

vault!  



Obviously, Chen Xiaobei had paid a huge amount of merit points for this operation. It would be a great 

loss if he did not loot the entire shrine! 

After a quick search, Chen Xiaobei found the key to the vault in the storage bracelet. 

As for the location of the Treasury, it was not easy to find. But with Chen Xiaobei's golden gaze fiery 

eyes, it only took him a little more time to find it! 

"This is the place!" 

When they reached the vault, Chen Xiaobei smiled.  "It's harvest season again! I'm really looking forward 

to it!" 
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"Chi ..." 

As the door of the Treasury opened, the rich resources inside were presented to Chen Xiaobei. 

After all, this was the sect's treasure vault in the nine layers of the starry sea. There were a lot of 

resources inside, and their grades were not low either. They started with high-grade spirit items, and 

one to three-star earth-god items basically took up half of the share. 

There were all kinds of medicinal herbs, blacksmithing materials, elixirs, cultivation techniques, 

talismans, and magical treasures. It could be said that there was everything one could think of. 

If it was anyone else who had entered this treasure vault, they would have gone crazy for these 

resources. 

Unfortunately, the person who entered was Chen Xiaobei! 

These resources were not bad or not, but they were all useless to Chen Xiaobei. 

"Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh ..." 

Chen Xiaobei took out the heaven and earth furnace and put all the resources into the furnace without 

even blinking, waiting to be refined. 

It did not take long for Chen Xiaobei to finish all the resources in the Treasury. 

Only the five treasure chests in the deepest part of the treasure vault were left. 

"The truly good stuff must be in these five treasure chests." 

Chen Xiaobei put away the heaven and earth smelt and opened the first chest with anticipation. 

There was a storage bracelet in the box. Chen Xiaobei picked it up, checked it, and then cheered, " 

"What the f * ck! Two million upper spiritual stones! This kana dojo is way too rich!" 

That's right! The storage bracelet was filled with two million upper spiritual stones! 

This was not a small amount! 
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Don't forget, there were many big shots from the nine layers of the starry sea gathered at the pill King 

Auction in the nine cauldron Royal City. However, there were less than five people who could take out a 

million upper spiritual stones in one go. 

One could imagine that one million upper spiritual stones was an astronomical figure in the earth-god 

Realm! 

He didn't expect that there would be two million gold coins in the Treasury of the kana dojo! 

This was completely out of Chen Xiaobei's expectations. It was a pleasant surprise! 

This was just the spiritual stones in the Treasury. Chen Xiaobei still had more than 60000 spiritual stones 

in his storage bracelet! 

There would definitely be even more spiritual stones after the inventory count! 

 let me see the second treasure chest!  

Chen Xiaobei kept the spiritual stones and opened the second chest. 

Inside the treasure chest was a dark purple crystal that emitted a bone-piercing cold aura. It was as if it 

was not an item of the mortal world but an existence from hell! 

"I'll go! It's really easy to find it after a long journey!" 

Chen Xiaobei's eyes lit up and he was excited.  "This is a nine Yin purple crystal! It had reached the level 

of a five-star earth-god! It could be used to repair the master-protecting puppet that had been 

shattered! It's exactly what I need the most!" 

The nine Yin purple crystal was extremely rare, and Chen Xiaobei had been having a headache about 

where to get it. 

He didn't expect to find it here! 

His luck was simply off the charts! 

 don't get too excited. There are still three more treasure chests!  

Chen Xiaobei focused and opened the next chest. 

There was a small ball of green silk in the box. The silk was very fine and it looked very soft. 

"What is this?" 

This time, Chen Xiaobei was confused.  "Looking at the quality of this silk, it should be used to weave 

clothes, but it's only a small ball, it can't be used to weave cloth! Why did the kana dojo treat it like a 

treasure and store it in the deepest part of their Treasury?" 

Out of curiosity, Chen Xiaobei reached out to take a closer look at the ball of silk. 

"Hiss ..." 

However, the moment Chen Xiaobei's fingers touched the silk, his fingertips were cut open and blood 

started to flow out! 



Chen Xiaobei's physical strength had already reached 5.9 million, and normal weapons could not even 

hurt him. But this silk could cut him so easily! This was unbelievable! 

More importantly, the blood that flowed out of Chen Xiaobei's fingertips was dark green in color, a sign 

of poison! 

If not for the cleansing Bodhi, Chen Xiaobei would have been dead by now! 

"What a powerful silk! He had actually reached the level of a six-star earth-god! It looks soft, but it's 

actually harder and sharper than the dark steel knife threads!" 

Chen Xiaobei exclaimed, " "The point is that this silk ribbon is highly toxic. Anyone below the level of a 

six-star earth-god would be killed instantly! I'm afraid that even the Japanese can't control them, so they 

can only hide them in the treasure vault!" 

Without a doubt, this mass of mysterious silk was a very powerful treasure! 

At present, it was still in its primitive form, but it already had super destructive power and toxicity! 

If it could be forged into an earth-god instrument, how terrifying would that be?! 

"Put it away first! I'll try to forge it into a weapon later! Or use the "magic treasure fusion technique" to 

fuse its special ability with other magic treasures!" 

 it's not a bad idea!  Chen Xiaobei was full of confidence.  if I succeed, I'll have another trump card to use 

against my enemies!  

Chen Xiaobei then opened the next treasure chest. 

There was a map in the box, and a mountain was circled in red with four big words on it! 

Poison immortal relic! 

Chen Xiaobei was excited.  "Looking at the terrain, it's the second level of the starry sea! The target 

location was also called the poison immortal ruins, so there must be a lot of poisonous things in it! 

Perhaps Zi Yuan is among them!" 

After all, Zi Yuan, the waiter, and the Lin Dong witch had all been separated from Liu xuanxin in the 

second level of the starry sea. 

Therefore, it was highly possible that they were still in the second level of the starry sea. 

Chen Xiaobei had already analyzed that Xiao 'er was good at eating and Liked Places with abundant 

spiritual items! Lin Dong demoness was a Yin spirit, she needed to be nourished by Yin Qi! Zi Yuan was a 

poison demon and loved places filled with poison! 

And the location marked on this map happened to be called the poison immortal ruins! 

In other words, this place should have been left behind by an ancient poison immortal. There must be a 

lot of poison, spiritual objects, and magical treasures. As for Yin Qi, people who played with poison 

would more or less have some around them! 

In this way, all three conditions were met at the same time! 



Because of this, there was a high possibility that Zi Yuan, Xiao 'er, and the Lin Dong witch were at the 

location marked on the map! 

"That's great! After I'm done with the things here, I'll immediately go and explore the poison immortal 

ruins!" 

 that's great!  Chen Xiaobei was excited.  as long as we can find Zi Yuan, we can use her curse to control 

Qin Wuxin. Then, we can save Xuan Xin!  

That's why it's said that good people will be rewarded! 

Chen Xiaobei had helped the heavens and the people get rid of evil. Even though he did not receive any 

merit points, what he had received today was what he needed the most! All of them would be of great 

help to him! 

"There's one last treasure chest! The things inside will definitely not disappoint me!" 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and opened the last treasure chest with excitement and anticipation. 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 
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In the last treasure chest, there was a special token! 

The front of the token was engraved with the words 'mystical equipment'. It was one of the nine 

mystical equipment tokens that Chen Xiaobei had been looking for! 

"What the f * ck! I'm really lucky today!" 

Chen Xiaobei's eyes lit up.  "The weapon Mystic token is an important clue to find little Daji! I've already 

obtained four of the nine mysterious weapon tokens and I'll be able to go to the earth-god Realm soon. 

I'm getting closer and closer to little Daji!" 

Without a doubt, Chen Xiaobei had to find little Daji no matter what! 

In private, Daji was the little fox that Chen Xiaobei had gone through life and death with on earth. She 

had sacrificed herself to save Chen Xiaobei, and Chen Xiaobei had long sworn that he would resurrect 

her even if he had to die! 

In general, little Daji was a trusted aide of goddess nüwa. If they wanted to obtain the help of goddess 

nüwa in the immeasurable catastrophe, little Daji could be said to be a very important middleman! 

Whether it was for public or private reasons, Chen Xiaobei would find little Daji at all costs! 

And now, Chen Xiaobei had obtained another piece of the mystical weapon token. It was a huge 

surprise! 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei knew that he still had five more tokens to look for, and he could not be happy 

too soon. 
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After all, when he found Bai Qi's God-slaying sword in the spirit congealing immortal abode, Chen 

Xiaobei was certain that Xu Fu was also looking for the weapon Mystic token and little Daji so that he 

could help the clan of enlightenment win over lady Nuwa! 

That was why the closer Chen Xiaobei got to Daji, the more dangerous his situation would be! 

"Alright! Don't let your thoughts run wild!" 

Chen Xiaobei shook his head to clear his mind.  "There will definitely be a battle between me and Xu Fu! 

But right now, I'm too weak! It's useless to think too much. The only way to break out of this situation is 

to increase my strength!" 

There was no doubt that Xu Fu was a celestial Lord of the heavenly court who had descended to the 

mortal world! 

Although Xu Fu had lost most of his cultivation by coming to the mortal world without permission, the 

Jade Emperor had been supporting him in secret for a long time! 

By now, even if Xu Fu's cultivation was not at the level of heaven immortal, he must be at the top of the 

earth immortal world! 

The only way for Chen Xiaobei to fight Xu Fu was to increase his own strength! 

"Let's continue counting our gains! If you want to become stronger, resources and wealth are the most 

basic conditions!" 

Chen Xiaobei cleared his mind and began to check the resources in the 60000 storage bracelets. 

Most of these storage bracelets came from the ordinary disciples of the kana dojo. 

The level of the resources was not high, but the quantity was great! 

As the saying goes, sand makes a tower! 

The resources of more than 60000 people added together were definitely comparable to the resources 

in a treasure vault! 

At the same time, the spiritual stones of the 60000 plus people added up to nearly a million upper 

spiritual stones! 

This really made Chen Xiaobei happy! 

Resources could be transformed into the spiritual aura of heaven and earth. Whether it was upgrading a 

Dharma Treasure or improving one's own strength, it would all be wonderful! 

There was no need to talk about spirit stones. Money could make the devil turn millstones. As long as 

one had enough wealth, one could do anything they wanted! 

Other than resources and spiritual stones, Chen Xiaobei had also obtained more than 80 earth-god 

instruments from the storage bracelets of some of the core disciples and the 30 core upper echelons! 



Most of them were one-star earth-god instruments, a few were two-star to five-star earth-god 

instruments, and only one of the highest grade was the six-star earth-god instrument of Kishida 

magicite! 

To Chen Xiaobei, these earth-god instruments were not as good as the four demonic swords, so they 

could only be recycled! 

The resources of 60000 people and all the earth-god instruments were thrown into the heaven and 

earth furnace and started to be refined! 

Chen Xiaobei kept all the spiritual stones in his infinite space ring. 

Including the spiritual stones that Chen Xiaobei already had, and the ones in the vault, Chen Xiaobei's 

wealth was now 13.85 million superior spiritual stones! 

Just think about it, with two million superior-grade spirit stones in the kana dojo's Treasury, they could 

already be considered one of the richest sects in the nine layers of the starry sea! 

At this moment, Chen Xiaobei's wealth was equivalent to seven kanna dojos! 

It was not an exaggeration to say that even if Chen Xiaobei went to the earth-god Realm, he would be 

considered a super-rich God! 

"Alright! I've finally counted today's gains!" 

Chen Xiaobei stretched lazily, but he could not rest for long. He immediately moved on to his next 

target. 

…… 

Silver Castle. 

They were also one of the four top forces on Purple Rainbow planet. Their combined strength and 

Foundation were not much different from the sharkmoon Palace's kana dojo! 

As a force that had been passed down from the Western religious court, the silver castle's main fighting 

force was divided into Silver Knights and silver magicians! 

Among them, silver mages were the most famous! 

The powerful holy light white magic could even fight above one's level, and its destructive power was 

shocking! 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei did not come here to start a war! 

With enough bargaining chips in his hands, Chen Xiaobei could sit down and negotiate with the other 

party! 

"Little brat! Who are you?" 

At the entrance of the silver Castle, a Western Knight in heavy armor stopped Chen Xiaobei and said in a 

serious tone, "  you can't enter the castle without an appointment!  



"I don't have an appointment." 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, " "However, I can be sure that your silver Overlord will be very happy to 

see me!" 

"Hmph! Where did you get such confidence from?" 

The heavy-armored knight said disdainfully,"our Lord is busy with official business and matters every 

day. He doesn't have the time to see a young boy like you!" Get out of here. If you don't listen to me, 

don't blame me for taking action!" 

Chen Xiaobei said calmly, " "I'll also advise you to go and report it! Otherwise, I'm afraid you won't be 

able to bear the consequences of your Lord's punishment!" 

"Hmph! You brat, you're too pretentious! Who Do You Think You Are?" 

 I'll tell you the truth, " the heavy-armored knight said angrily.  the Lord is holding an important meeting. 

Even if the Lord of Purple Rainbow City comes, he'll have to go home!  Our Lord doesn't have the time to 

see them!" 

"What's going on! It's so noisy!" At this moment, a lazy voice came from not far away. 

"Greetings, young master!" 

The heavy-armored knight quickly went up to him and said respectfully, " "This brat who doesn't know 

the immensity of heaven and earth wants to enter the city to see the Lord. I was just about to chase him 

away!" 

"What?" 

The lazy young man glanced at Chen and said impatiently, " "Hurry up and chase him away! Father's 

meeting today is extremely important, don't let this kid disturb it!" 

"Yes, sir!" The Knight nodded and pushed Chen Xiaobei away. 

Chen Xiaobei did not change his expression and said, " "Young master, the skybreaking cultivation pill's 

effects are not bad, right?" 

"What?" 

The lazy young man was stunned and shouted, " "Stop!" 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 
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"Ah?" 

The heavy-armored knight was dumbfounded, but he had no choice but to obey his young master's 

orders and stop obediently. 

"This young master!" 
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The young lord of the castle suddenly became spirited and his tone became very polite."How do you 

know about the skybreaking cultivation pill?" 

Seeing the scene before him, the heavy-armored knight was instantly stunned. In his memory, his young 

master would only have such an attitude when facing his Lord. 

No matter how hard the Knight thought, he could not figure out why his young master's attitude 

towards Chen Xiaobei had changed so much. 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, " "No one in this world knows the skybreaking cultivation pill better 

than me!" 

The young master of the castle was surprised.  "Could it be that ... You're the new pill King Nine 

Cauldrons?" 

 nine ... Nine Cauldrons pill King!?  The heavy-armored knight was so shocked that his eyes almost 

popped out. 

One had to know that the nine Cauldrons Royal City was also a power in the nine layers of the starry 

sea! 

The alchemists in the city had high status, wide connections, and deep foundations. Their overall 

strength far exceeded that of ordinary top forces! 

No matter how imaginative the heavy armored knight was, he still couldn't believe that this ordinary-

looking young man was actually the new pill King of the nine cauldron Royal City! 

"Yes, it's me!" 

"The Lord of your Silver Castle was there at the gathering!" Chen Xiaobei said. And he even bought a 

skybreaking cultivation pill from me! According to him, it's for the family's heir to break through to the 

next realm!" 

As soon as he said that, the young master of the castle and the heavy armored knight were instantly 

stunned! 

Even though they had never attended the auction and had never seen Chen Xiaobei's face, they had all 

heard that the new pill King was only 21 or 22 years old! 

Chen Xiaobei's age was similar to his, and his words were so convincing that the young lord of the castle 

and the heavy-armored knight believed him. 

"Wait a moment, elixir monarch Chen! I'll personally go to the highest conference room to report!" The 

young lord of the castle cupped his hands respectfully, turned around, and ran into the depths of the 

castle. 

The heavily armored knight stood rooted to the ground, not daring to look at Chen Xiaobei. He did not 

even dare to speak or move. His majestic body trembled, and the sound of his heavy armor clanking 

could be heard. 

"Relax, I'm not a man-eating magical beast!" Chen Xiaobei smiled. 



"Yes ..." 

The heavy-armored knight said in fear, " "It was my fault for looking down on you just now. Please 

forgive me ..." 

"Swish!" 

Before he finished his words, a figure rushed out of the castle at a very fast speed. 

"Greetings, my Lord!" 

The heavy-armored knight shivered and immediately knelt on one knee to pay his respects to the person 

who had come. 

That's right! 

The man was the Lord of the silver Castle, yudienke! 

Seeing this, the heavy-armored knight was so scared that he almost peed his pants. He had thought that 

the Lord was in an important meeting and would definitely not see any guests. 

Who would have thought that the Grand Lord would put the meeting aside and personally come out to 

welcome Chen Xiaobei? 

When he thought of his attitude towards Chen Xiaobei, the Knight's heart turned cold. He was scared to 

the core. 

But Chen Xiaobei did not bother to argue with him. He walked straight to the door. 

"And you are?" Obviously, he did not recognize Chen Xiaobei who was wearing a mask. 

 at the elixir King Auction, you told me yourself that I don't need to report to your Silver Castle when I'm 

free. You told me to treat it as my own home!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

"It's really you!" Even though yudienke could not see through Chen Xiaobei's mask, he remembered 

everything he had said to Chen Xiaobei. 

"It's me!" "It's a secret operation, so I changed my face!" Chen Xiaobei said. 

"I see!" 

"Please!" Yudienke said excitedly. Please come in! I'll arrange for a banquet to welcome you back!" 

"There's no need for a banquet!" 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and smiled.  "I'm here today to give your Silver Castle some benefits! If 

you're interested, let's find a quiet place and sit down to talk!" 

 giving out benefits!?   of course I'm interested, " said yudienke.  but I'm in the middle of an important 

meeting right now. You might have to wait for a while!  

"Ha, you don't need to attend your meeting!" 



"If I'm not wrong, you're discussing with the higher-ups about how to deal with the little hanyue 

Palace!" I can tell you clearly that you will not succeed!" 

 this ...  yudienke's expression changed drastically, and he was shocked, " "Elixir monarch Chen! How did 

you know all this? The content of this meeting is the top secret of our Silver Castle!" 

"If you're willing to talk to me, I'll tell you the whole story!" If you don't want to talk, then when you 

attack the little Cold Moon Palace, it will be the time to fight me to the death!" 

 this ...  udianco swallowed his saliva and said awkwardly, " "Talk! I'm willing to have a good talk with 

elixir monarch Chen!" 

…… 

After that, yudienke brought Chen Xiaobei to the highest-level meeting room. 

Under the gazes of the silver castle's core upper echelons, yudienke said in a deep voice, " "Elixir 

monarch Chen, everyone here is my confidant! What do you want to talk about? just tell us and we'll 

give you an answer immediately!" 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, " "I've received news that the earth-god Realm's Jiang family has 

appeared. They want the purple Rainbow main city, divine sense dojo, and silver Castle to attack the 

minor Cold Moon sect together! He also promised that after the matter is done, he will give you the 

territory of the small Cold Moon Palace!" 

"Right! You're completely right!" 

"One-third of the small palace's territory is very attractive to us, so we're having a meeting to discuss the 

specific actions!" If elixir monarch Chen wants us to give up on the operation, he should at least offer 

something of equal value!" 

It was obvious that the territory of a top force meant spiritual veins, resources, land, and people! 

On the surface, its value was already very huge, but the hidden value of continuous development was 

even greater, so great that it was immeasurable! 

The relationship between Chen Xiaobei and yudienke could be said to be very shallow. There was no 

way that he would give up such a huge benefit for Chen Xiaobei for no reason! 

Chen Xiaobei was well aware of this. 

"I've already said that I'm here to give out benefits!" 

 I've already destroyed the entire kana dojo. I can promise you right now that I'll give you one-third of 

the territory!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

"What? You destroyed the kana dojo?" 

A single stone caused a thousand ripples, and everyone present was instantly stunned. They simply 

couldn't believe their own ears. 



But very quickly, someone raised an objection."No! This was impossible! There's no reason for us not to 

know about such a big matter!" 

 that's simple!  Chen Xiaobei grinned.  just send someone to check it out on a flying sword and we'll 

know the truth!  
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"Ninth brother! You're the fastest when it comes to flying on a sword, so you should make the trip!" 

Yudienke was skeptical, but he immediately ordered the ninth elder to go to the shinna dojo to check. 

"Yes, sir!" The ninth elder accepted the order and left. 

 it's only a matter of time before the truth is revealed. Let's continue our discussion!  

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and asked, " "From what I know, the silver Overlord shouldn't be familiar with 

the Jiang family, right?" 

 yes ...  udianco nodded.  the Jiang family of the Grand cloud Palace is a force from the earth-god Realm. 

They usually don't take the silver Castle seriously, and I don't have much interaction with them!  

"If that's the case, why do you trust the Jiang family so much?" What if they don't give you any benefits 

after you help the Jiang family? what are you going to do?" 

 this ...  yudienke's expression froze and he was speechless. 

The Jiang family was far more powerful than the silver Castle. If the Jiang family really went back on 

their word after the deal was done, there was nothing that yudienke could do. 

"You can't say it, can you?" 

"I'm not exaggerating!" Chen Xiaobei said. The Jiang family had always been shameless, and it was 

common for them to go back on their word! If they really go back on their word, even if you break your 

teeth, you can only swallow it down. You can't do anything to them!" 

"Right! I admit that you're right! But this time, the few great factions had joined forces to besiege the 

minor Cold Moon sect, and it could be said that the odds of victory were extremely high! I don't need to 

pay much, and I'll have the chance to get a third of the little hanyue Palace's territory." 

 even if what you said is true, and the Jiang family reneges on their promise, I won't lose much, " 

udianke said with a frown.  it's worth the gamble. If the Jiang family keeps their promise, I'll make a big 

profit!  

"Are you sure?"  you should have heard about my relationship with the Jiang family, right? " Chen 

Xiaobei asked. 

 I've heard of it ...  udianco swallowed his saliva and said, " "You and the Jiang family are mortal 

enemies! In a single battle, he even wiped out a million troops of the five major factions. The enmity 

between them is absolutely irreconcilable and irreconcilable!" 
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"Right!"  I see.  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  so, did the Jiang family tell you why they attacked the lesser Cold 

Moon clan? " 

 this ...  yudienke was stunned for a moment, then he shook his head and said, " "The Jiang family didn't 

say ..." 

"I'll tell you!" "The Jiang family is planning to capture Hua hanyue and use her as a hostage to threaten 

me!" In other words, their ultimate target this time is actually me!" 

 so ... So that's how it is ...  yudienke's face was filled with shock. Countless thoughts flooded his mind. It 

was impossible to calculate. 

"Let me explain it to you again! I'm the Jiang family's target, so I have to fight back!" 

 I don't know!  Chen Xiaobei said, " originally, without Hua hanyue and I knowing, they did have a good 

chance of winning! But now, I know everything and I'm ready! What do you think their chances of 

winning are?" 

 this ...  yudienke was stunned again, and his confidence was shaken. 

Without a doubt, if Chen Xiaobei was not prepared, the Jiang family would have a high chance of 

winning! 

However, everyone knew that Chen Xiaobei had toyed with the Jiang family more than once. He had 

even single-handedly annihilated the five Forces 'million-strong Alliance Army in bei Xuan faction! 

This was enough to prove that as long as Chen Xiaobei was prepared, he could make any enemy tremble 

in fear and defeat them! 

Originally, yudienke had thought that the Jiang family had a high chance of winning. 

But after Chen Xiaobei said that, yudienke felt that the Jiang family's chances of winning had 

plummeted! 

"I'm the target of the Jiang family and the other five Forces!" Chen Xiaobei said. They will only leave 

their combat power to deal with me! In other words, the task of attacking small Cold Moon Palace will 

fall on the shoulders of Purple Rainbow City, shinna dojo, and your Silver Castle!" 

Yu Dianke nodded, agreeing with Chen Xiaobei. 

Chen Xiaobei continued, " now, the entire kana dojo has been destroyed! With just the purple Rainbow 

City and your Silver Castle, how much are you prepared to pay to fight me?" 

 this ...  yudienke's expression froze. He was stunned. 

He had thought that the Jiang family had a high chance of winning, and he would not have to pay a high 

price to get a huge benefit. 

But Chen Xiaobei's words had shattered his fantasy. 

Facing Chen Xiaobei, who was already prepared, yudienke felt that even if he gambled his entire family's 

power, he still had no chance of winning. 



"Alright, you don't have to answer. Your expression already told me the answer!" 

 first of all, the Jiang family's chances of winning are slim. Second, you'll have to pay a heavy price. And 

last but not least, you might not even get anything out of it!  I think even a fool would know how to 

choose, right?" 

 I understand ...  udianco nodded.  thank you for your reminder, elixir monarch Chen. I've decided to 

withdraw from this operation and not be your enemy!  

Clearly, Chen Xiaobei had already made a name for himself in the earthly calamity Star Ocean. He was 

able to intimidate the big shots with his words alone. 

Of course, a truly powerful Paragon wasn't just good at intimidating others. They also needed to win 

them over. 

Respect! Respect in front, fear in the back! 

Intimidating others could only make others fear him! This was a low-class way of controlling people! 

Winning over others would make them Revere him! This was a superior way of controlling people! 

If one could have both the two words 'respect' and 'respect', and distinguish the primary and secondary, 

one could achieve the legendary' kindness and severity', which was the way of controlling people in the 

Mahayana realm! 

Now that Chen Xiaobei had already made yudienke fear him, the next thing he had to do was to gain his 

respect! 

As long as he could get this done, Chen Xiaobei would be able to completely control yudienke! 

 don't make such a sad face. I said I'll give you benefits, so I won't let you come empty-handed!  

 I've already destroyed the kana dojo. If you're willing to back out from the Jiang family's operation, I'll 

allow you to take over one-third of the kana dojo's territory today!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

 today ... Today!?  Yudienke was dumbfounded. 

Originally, if he followed the Jiang family, he would have to pay a price in order to gain some benefits. 

But now, udianco didn't need to pay anything and could directly obtain benefits of equal value! 

This was definitely a great gift for yudienke and his entire family! 

If this could really be achieved, not only yudienke, but everyone in the silver Castle would be grateful to 

Chen Xiaobei! 

That's right! This was called using kindness and severity at the same time! 

Intimidate! Shien won him over! 

Now that Chen Xiaobei had achieved these two things perfectly, there was no need to worry that 

yudienke would not follow him! 

Ding Ling Ling Ling 



After a while, yudienke's phone rang. It was the 9th elder. 

After that, he threw his phone aside and kneeled down on one knee before Chen Xiaobei.  "I, yudienke, 

on behalf of the silver Castle, thank elixir monarch Chen for his unparalleled gift!" 

As soon as he said that, everyone knelt down! 
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There was no doubt that the silver Castle had existed for thousands of years, and its territory had never 

been expanded. 

This time, Chen Xiaobei had asked them to expand their territory by a third. 

This alone was enough for Chen Xiaobei to receive the gratitude of all the core members of the silver 

Castle. 

"He's too powerful! Elixir monarch Chen was really decisive! He completely annihilated the entire kana 

dojo as soon as they met! This is too shocking ..." 

After expressing their gratitude, yudienke and the crowd all exclaimed in shock. 

At the same time, they felt a little scared. Luckily, they did not reject Chen Xiaobei, or they would have 

been destroyed by Chen Xiaobei just like the kana dojo! 

"Alright, I'm in a hurry, so I won't chat with you guys!" 

 don't worry!  Chen Xiaobei said.  the Jiang family will contact you again later. No matter what they ask 

of you, just say yes to them. But don't do anything!  

"Understood!" 

"I'll follow your arrangements, elixir monarch Chen!" Udianke nodded. If there's a need, my Silver 

Knights and magicians can even fight for elixir monarch Chen!" 

Obviously, yudienke wanted to follow Chen Xiaobei from the bottom of his heart. Of course, he could 

not just take advantage of Chen Xiaobei. He had to show Chen Xiaobei some sincerity. 

"We might not be able to fight this battle," 

 I'm going to Purple Rainbow City now. Once I've dealt with the governor, the Jiang family's plan will be 

ruined!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

"What? You're going to Purple Rainbow City?" 

Udianco swallowed his saliva and said awkwardly, " "I advise you not to go! The city Lord's brain isn't 

normal. If she doesn't like you, I'm afraid you won't be able to return!" 

"It can't be!"  what's wrong with him? " Chen Xiaobei frowned.  he's the leader of the most powerful 

force on Purple Rainbow. How can he be crazy? " 

"It's true ..." 
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"That woman's crazy," said yudienke,"she's not happy or angry, and her behavior is strange! It was said 

that she had gone mad because of cultivation! I don't know why, but the Chi family of the earth 

immortal world has never removed her position as the city Lord ..." 

 a crazy woman who has been sitting in the position of Governor for a long time. There's only one 

possibility that the city is still peaceful!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

"Which possibility?" Yudienke asked with a puzzled expression. 

"That woman is pretending to be crazy!" Chen Xiaobei said with certainty. 

 no!  udianco shook his head and said, " many people are like you, thinking that she's pretending to be 

crazy! But, when she's crazy, she's definitely not pretending!" 

"She once went crazy and killed her own brother! He had even destroyed the Holy statue of the blazing 

Angel of the heavenly wings race! He even slapped the Pope of the earth-god Realm!" 

"May I ask, other than a lunatic, who else would do such a thing?" Udianke's brows were furrowed, and 

his expression was very serious. He was definitely not joking. 

"Heh, after hearing what you said, I'm getting more and more interested in this woman!"  Oh? " Chen 

Xiaobei raised his brows.  and I'm very curious. Why would the Jiang family choose to work with a 

woman like her? " 

It was obvious that there were too many suspicious points and too many secrets about this female city 

Lord. 

This piqued Chen Xiaobei's curiosity. 

"Are you really going to Purple Rainbow City?" Udianke said in embarrassment. 

"If it wasn't steamed, then was it boiled?" Chen Xiaobei shrugged.  you don't have to worry about me. I'll 

take care of any problem on my own!  

Seeing Chen Xiaobei's determination, he could only nod and say, " "Alright ... Since you're so confident, I 

won't tell you everything, but you must be careful!" 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged.  one more thing. Don't reveal my identity for now. Tell the public that it was a 

mysterious person who destroyed the kana dojo!  

"Understood!" Udianke nodded heavily. 

…… 

After that, Chen Xiaobei left the silver Castle. 

Not long after he came out, he met Hua hanyue, who had rushed over. 

"Sect leader Chen! Why did you come out of the castle?" 

Hua hanyue came up to him and asked worriedly, " "Don't tell me that guy, yudienke, chased you out 

because the deal wasn't settled?" 



"You're looking down on me too much!" Chen Xiaobei smiled.  it's all settled. Yudienke has completely 

given up on the Jiang family's operation. They are now on our side!  

 how ... How is this possible?!  Hua hanyue was dumbfounded. She could not believe her ears. 

"What's wrong? Don't you trust me?" Chen Xiaobei retorted. 

"Of course not! I absolutely trust you!"  it's just that I can't imagine how you managed to deal with 

udienke in such a short time, " Hua hanyue said in a daze.  it's unbelievable!  

"A glib tongue is stronger than a million men!"  hehe!  Chen Xiaobei grinned.  sometimes, a good mouth 

can solve a lot of problems!  

 shooting his mouth??? " Hua hanyue's face was filled with shock. 

They couldn't accept the fact that the man who had massacred the entire kana dojo half a day ago had 

turned into a playful teenager as if he was joking. It was unbelievable! 

However, this joke came from Chen Xiaobei's mouth. Hua hanyue had no choice but to believe it! 

After all, Chen Xiaobei had made countless unbelievable promises before this, and all of them had come 

true in the end! 

Hua hanyue had witnessed this many times, and she knew that Chen Xiaobei would never joke about 

serious matters! 

These three simple words,'shooting his mouth off', actually contained a lot of deep things! 

First of all, Chen Xiaobei needed to know the overall situation! 

Secondly, Chen Xiaobei had to see through yudienke's mind and point out the thing that he was most 

worried about. 

Finally, Chen Xiaobei had to prepare a bargaining chip. At the most critical moment, he had to give the 

thing that yudienke wanted the most, to make him grateful and respectful! 

Only by achieving these three points could one's mouth be fired! Only then could he beat a million 

troops while talking and laughing! 

 so, you've really taken care of the silver Castle? " Hua hanyue said in embarrassment. 

"I've already given them enough benefits! I've also placed the good second place in the ranking, the 

kana dojo, in front of them! Unless the higher-ups of the silver Castle have sh * t in their heads, they 

would never stand Against Me!" 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, " "You don't have to worry about the silver Castle! Let's set off now to 

deal with that crazy city Lord of Purple Rainbow City!" 

"You know she's crazy, and you're still confident that you can handle her?" Hua hanyue was stunned. 

"Of course!" 



 of course not!  Chen Xiaobei grinned evilly.  back then, I've charmed thousands of young girls and 

women! She's just a crazy woman, a piece of cake!" 

 this ...  Hua hanyue's face was full of shock and she was speechless. 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2350: Frightening Character 

Purple Rainbow City. 

Chen Xiaobei and Hua hanyue strolled along the street. 

Everything around them was very calm. The people were living and working in peace, and the city was 

thriving. There was no sense of chaos at all, and no one was running amok and breaking the law. 

"How could a lunatic manage such a city?" 

Chen Xiaobei might look like he was frivolous, but he was actually observing his surroundings. 

"Sect leader Chen, you might not know!" 

"Lord Chi lingjun has never been involved in the affairs of the city, he only cares about his cultivation!" 

Hua hanyue explained. The person who truly manages this city well is the head Minister, Chi Jiangbo!" 

"Blazing River wave? Who is that?" Chen Xiaobei asked. 

"This man is the uncle of the city Lord, Chi lingjun!" 

"Because he's a blood relative, Chi Jiangbo has been working hard to keep the city in order. If not for 

that, Lord Chi lingjun would have lost his position as the city Lord long ago!" Hua hanyue said. After all, 

the Chi family's Foundation is in the earth-god Realm, and there are higher-level rulers above Lord Chi 

Ling!" 

 so, you're saying that Chi Jiangbo is the one in charge of the main city? Lord Chi Ling doesn't care about 

anything else. So, we just have to deal with Chi Jiangbo and we'll be able to settle this? " 

"Theoretically, yes!" "But in fact, I'm afraid that Chi Jiangbo can't make the decision. He has to report to 

the higher-ups!" Hua hanyue said with a frown. 

"You're right!" 

 what if the Jiang family is using the upper echelons of the Chi family to give orders to the purple 

Rainbow main city? if that's the case, Chi Jiangbo and Chi lingjun will not be able to make the decision!  

"Yes ... This possibility is very high!"  that's right!  Hua hanyue nodded.  so, if possible, we should think of 

a way to deal with the upper-level power-holders of the Chi family. There's no need to waste time here!  

"No!" 

 no!  Chen Xiaobei shook his head and said, " I still want to meet that crazy Governor, Lord scorching 

heat!  
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"Why is that?"  we're pressed for time, " Hua hanyue said confusedly.  we don't have the time to waste 

on a madman.  

"From what I know, the Seraph is the highest level of Angel in the Western religious sect! But I don't 

think his surname is Chi?" 

 that's right, " Hua hanyue said with a face full of doubt.  there are Seven Seraphim in the Western 

religious sect. They are all Western names. They are not surnamed Chi at all. Why did you mention this? 

" 

"Then why is Lord Chi Ling's surname Chi? and why does his name sound so Eastern?" 

 this can be traced back to tens of thousands of years ago, " Hua hanyue explained.  at that time, a group 

of Easterners quickly believed in the Seraphim. To show their piety, they even changed their names. 

Slowly, the surname 'Chi' came into being!  

 after that, the Easterners of the Chi family kept marrying the women of the heavenly wings race and 

gradually formed a huge Family Force, which is the current Chi family!  

 because of this, although the Chi family has the bloodline of the Western heavenly wings race, the 

cultural Foundation of the family is more inclined to the East. Therefore, the names of their descendants 

are naturally more Oriental!  

Obviously, Hua hanyue's ability to collect information was extremely strong. She naturally knew her 

neighbor, the Chi family, very well. Her words were clear and logical, and she was much more 

professional than that andikon! 

"According to this, the current Chi clan is actually a mixed race after the Eastern and Western heavenly 

wings clans combined!" 

 that's right!  Chen Xiaobei said, " and the cultural Foundation of this race is more inclined to the early 

Easterners who changed their surname to Chi!  

Hua hanyue nodded and said,"yes!" The Chi family has always followed the traditions and beliefs of our 

ancestors and has never changed!" 

 this means that the entire Chi family believes in the Seraph!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

"Of course!" 

Hua hanyue said,"the Chi family's belief in the blazing Angel is equivalent to the orc race's belief in the 

beast God!" They absolutely can not allow the slightest bit of violation, or else they will fight to the 

death!" 

"This is the main point!" 

"I heard that Lord blazing flame once destroyed the statue of the blazing Angel!" This should be a crime 

worthy of death, right? But not only did she not die, she was still sitting on the city Lord's Seat! I don't 

think blazing River wave can handle this matter." 



 this ...  Hua hanyue was stunned."You mean, there might be someone even more powerful supporting 

Lord scorching heat?" 

"It's not just a possibility! There will definitely be one!" 

 I also heard that Lord Chi Ling once slapped the Pope of the West in the earth-god Realm!  Chen Xiaobei 

continued. How did you settle this matter?" 

"I remember that the Pope only said that we shouldn't argue with lunatics," Hua hanyue said after some 

thought. 

"Don't lower yourself to the same level as a madman? Who would believe this kind of nonsense?" 

"That's the Pope of the West!" Chen Xiaobei laughed. He didn't care about his face, but his followers 

couldn't! If someone else had slapped him, that person's entire family would have been exterminated!" 

 this ...  Hua hanyue was instantly speechless. 

Just as Chen Xiaobei had said, the Pope was not an individual. He had disciples and followers! 

A portion of the most devout and die-hard believers would definitely protect him at the cost of their 

lives! 

To the believers, him being slapped was equivalent to their faith being blasphemed, and they would 

definitely retaliate with their lives! 

However, Lord scorching heat was still alive and well. Not only was he not retaliated against, but he was 

still sitting in the position of the city Lord and ruling over a region! 

This once again proved Chen Xiaobei's speculation! 

"There must be a terrifying Big Shot behind Lord Ziling!" 

Chen Xiaobei thought to himself,'the Western religious court's power and Foundation are definitely 

stronger than the Chi family! If the Pope is beaten, I'm afraid even if the entire Chi family steps in, they 

might not be able to settle it!" 

"If that's the case, then the person behind Lord Chi Ling must be a terrifying existence that's above the 

Chi family and the Imperial court of the earth immortal world!" Hua hanyue said in shock. 

Obviously, Hua hanyue also had a backer behind her. However, compared to Lord scorching Heat's 

backer, she was like a small sorcerer in the presence of a great sorcerer. 

"That's not all!" Chen Xiaobei nodded.  if I didn't guess wrong, this person was even above the Jiang 

family and heaven dominating faction! As long as we can deal with this person, everything else will not 

be a problem!" 

"I understand!" Hua hanyue nodded heavily and said,"you've made the right decision!" We should 

indeed meet Lord scorching heat first!" 

 I can only make big decisions. I don't know much about Lord scorching heat. I'll have to leave the details 

to you!  Chen Xiaobei said. 



Hua hanyue thought for a while and said,"Lord scorching Heat's mood is unpredictable, and her 

behavior is strange. Ordinary people can't remove her at all!" The breakthrough point of my operation 

can only be placed on blazing River wave!" 

"Then let's go!" "Let's go deal with this first!" Chen Xiaobei said. 


